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TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

The abbreviations set forth in the Table of Abbreviations in SiM's opening

brief are also used in this Reply Brief. SiRF uses the following additional

abbreviations in this brief:

GLBr._

ITCBT._

SiRFBr.

'820 patent

Brief of Intervenors Broadcom Cotporation and Global Locate,
Inc.

Brief of Appellee International Trade Commission

Brief of Appellants SiRF Technology,Inc., E-TEN Co.p.,
Pharos Science & Applicationso Inc., MiTAC Intemational
Co.p., and Mio Technology Limited, USA

U.S. Pat. No. 6,542,820

As in SiM's opening briel all emphasis in this Appellant's Reply Brief is

added unless otherwise indicated.
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INTRODUCTION

SiM's opening brief showed that under dispositive legal rules and the plain

patent language, it does not infringe any of the patents asserted by Broadcom in

this investigation. Broadcom and the ITC have responded by trying to make it

appear that the issues raised by SiRF turn on factual determinations and conflicting

evidence. That is not so. SiRF's appeal turns on pure legal issues and undisputed

material facts:

6346 patent: The question is contract interpretation under California law-
was the GPS invention in the '346 patent "related to" Magellan's GPS
business when Abraham conceived of it while working for Magellan? If so,
Broadcom lacked standing to assert the'346 patent. There are no mateial
evidentiary disputes: the patent on its face states that it relates to GPS and
the inventor acknowledged that Magellan was in the GPS business when he
conceived it. The "evidence" that Broadcom and the ITC say contradict
these undisputed facts-inparticular, Abraham's narrow position in the
land-surveying division of Magellan-is not, under governing legal
principles, gerrnane.

'651 and 6000 patents: Whether SiRF infringes these patents reduces to
whether SiRF exercised "control or direction" over its customers (GPS
device manufacturers) and the customers of its customers (end users of GPS
devices) as they perform two of the steps in the asserted method claims.
Broadcom and the ITC rehearse alitany of evidence concerning how SiM's
software and its InstantFix service operate, but the dispositive and
undisputed facts show that the method simply cannot be performed without
these third parties electing to take independent action. Under BMC and
Muniauction, SiRF should not, as a matter of law, have been held to have
infringed the '651 and '000 patents.

'801 and 6187 patents: These patents also present a pristine question of
law: whether the assefted method claims, which recite calculations and
inputs for the calculations, are "tied to a machine" under the machine-or-
transformation test from this Court's decision in In re Bilski. The patents
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themselves reflect, without resort to any extrinsic evidence, that the asserted
claims do not require the use of a GPS receiver or any machine to make the
calculations, but only recite methods for determining the position of a GPS
receiver. These claims do not recite patent-eligible subject matter under the
controlling machine-or-transformation test.

o Finally, the claim construction issues posed of course raise questions of law
on which this Court does not defer to the Commission. And, while the
invalidity and infringement issues raised with respect to the '000 and '187

patents are reviewed in this Court as factual determinations, there are not
any material factual disputes on these issues, as shown in detail below.

In short, the legal issues raised on this appeal are not subject to any

evidentiary disputes. Under controlling legal principles, this Court should reverse

the Commission' s infringement determinations.

ARGUMENT

I. GLOBAL LOCATE LACKS STANDING TO ASSERT THE '346

PATENT

SiRF demonstrated that Broadcom lacks standing to assert the'346 patent

because it failed to join a co-owner of the patent, Magellan, in the ITC.

(SiRFBr.15-24.) In seeking to defend the Commission's determination, Broadcom

and the ITC misstate the law and make arguments not faithful to the record.

Broadcom does not contest that, under California law, it "has the overall

burden of proof'to show that Magellan is not a co-owner of the '346 patent.

(GLBr.21.) Indeed, Section 2870 of the California Labor Code makes clear that

the employee bears the burden to show that an invention is not "related to" an

employer's business. Here, because Broadcom stands in the shoes of the employee



(Abraham), Broadcom thus bore the burden to prove that the invention claimed in

the'346 was not "related to" Magellan's business. (SiRFBr.19-20.)

Broadcom asserts that SiRF had and failed to carry a "burden ofproduction"

that purportedly shifted to SiRF under the rule that issuance of a patentis prima

facie evidence that the patentee owns it. (GLBr.27-29.) But SiRF in fact came

forward with Abraham's employment agreement with Magellan and undisputed

evidence that Abraham was bound by this agreement andthathe conceived of the

'346 invention while employed by Magellan. (SiRFBr.17.) SiRF thus carried

whatever burden of production it might have borne. Under California law, it was

therefore Broadcom's burden to prove that the invention in the '346 patent was not

related to Magellan's business. That heavy burden was not overcome here.

Broadcom contends that the Commission's determination that the '346

invention was not "related to" Maqellan's business was "factuallv intensive."

(GLBr.18.) But both Broadcom and the ITC mischaracteize the legal frama,vork

for makins this determination.

First, as SiRF showed (SiRFBr.18-19), under Califomia law the phrase

"related to" in an employment agreement with an automatic-assignment-of-rights

provision is broadly construed in favor of deeming an invention to be "related to"

the employer's business and thus automatically assigned to the employer upon

conception. Both the ITC and Broadcom ignore this rule, which in this case



MATERIAL SUBJECT TO A PROTECTIVE ORDER HAS BEEN DELETED

effectively creates a presumption that Abraham's GPS inventionwas related to

Magellan's business.

Second, the legal standard is not, as Broadcom asserts, "whether the '346

patent was related to his [Abraham's] work at Magellan," in particular Abraham's

work in a "specialized division within Magellan that developed land survey

products that made use of GPS technology." (GLBr.28.) [

(A24799), not just (as Broadcom would have it) those related to the employee's

narrow field of work within the company. Under the statute, moreover, an

invention is "related to" an employer's business when it relates to any aspect of the

employer's business, whether or not it relates to the specific area where the

employee worked. The statute, its history, and case law, all of which Broadcom

ignores, make this crystal clear. See Cadence Design Sys., Inc. v. Bhandari, No. C

07-00823, 2007 WL 3343085, at *7 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 8,2007) (holding that the

same "narrow interpretation'o that Broadcom presses here "is contrary to the

legislative history of section 2870,the statute's plain language, andprecedent

caselaw such as Cubic lCorp. v. Marty,229 Cal. Rph. 828 (Ct. App. 1986)1").

Third, both Broadcom and the ITC rely on Magellan's failure to assert an

ownership interest inthe'346 patent in this proceeding. (GLBr.30; ITCBr.23.)

But Broadcom's failure to join Magellan in this investigation cannot paradoxically
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be invoked as evidence that Broadcom was excused from its obligation to join

Magellan. Indeed, as this court has recently made clear, it is perfectly appropriate

for a party to assert a co-owner's absence from a proceeding as a ground for

terminating it as to the patent at issue. See Lucent Techs., Inc. v. Gateway, Inc.,

543 F.3d 710,722 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (discussed in SiRFBr.20-21).

Finally, Broadcom and the ITC argue that I

I (GLBr.21 -22;ITCBr.30.) But, as

SiRF showed in its opening briel I

I (A13494 fl 6(b)(vi); SiRFBr.23.) Under well-established law-that

Broadcom and the ITC simply ignore-a license to use technology does not assign

ownership rights in it. (SiRFBr.23 n.4.)

* * *

Under a proper application of these legal principles, the ITC ened in

determining that the '346 invention was not "related to" Magellan's business when

Abraham conceived it. Abraham himself testified that Magellan was "in the GPS

business" when he conceived of the invention. (49964:2-7.) The '346 patent, on

its face, also repeatedly makes clear that it relates to the GPS field. Indeed, in the



"Background of the Invention," the'346 patent cites prior art published by

Magellan. See A75 (one of only two publications cited as prior art was published

by the "Magellan Corp. Moscow Dev. Center" and titled "Fast Acquisition by

Matched Filter Technique for GPS/GLONASS Receivers"). Abraham and his co-

inventor cited this reference to show that Abraham had conceived of technology

that was an improvement over Magellan's existing GPS technology-which plainly

shows that the '346 patent is related to Magellan's business. See id. (stating that

the approaches described by Magellan were "complex" and that the '346 patent

filled a need for an "improved, simple and low cost GPS processing block").

As SiRF showed (SiRFBr.20-24),the ITC erred in relying on Magellan's

supposed "awareness of the invention of the '346 patenf'because none of the

evidence showed that Magellan was aware that Abraham had conceiveditwhile he

workedfor Magellan. Broadcom tries to defend the Commission's determination

by arguing that the October 1999 e-mail on which Broadcom relied to show

Abraham's date of conception was circulated to two Magellan employees.

(GLBr.31.) But this e-mail could not possibly have imputed such awareness to

Magellan. It was circulated to individuals who would later co-found Global

Locate with Abraham. and the e-mail's contents make clear that it was in

furtherance of Global Locate's business-not Magellan's. (SiRFBr.22 &n.2.)

SiRF pointed out in its opening brief that Abraham also copied two Magellan



employees who worked under Abraham at Magellan and whom Abraham had been

trying to recruit to Global Locate. (1d.) But the knowledge of these lower-level

employees, whom Abraham supervised, cannot properly be imputed to

"Magellan," nor did the Commission so determine.t

In sum, under governing principles of California law, the GPS invention

claimed inthe'346 patent was "related to" Magellan's GPS business ando at abare

minimum, Broadcom failed to carry its heavy burden to prove otherwise.

Magellan is therefore at least a co-inventor of the '346 patent. Broadcom's failure

to join Magellan is fatal to Broadcom's standing, and the Commission's

infringement determinations regarding this patent should be vacated.

II. THE ITC ERRONEOUSLY IIELD THAT SiRF INFRINGES THE
.65l PATBNT

A. SiRF Does Not Perform All Steps of the Asserted Claims

SiRF showed (SiRFBr.25-34) that it does not infringe the '651 patent

because SiRF does not perfofin, or direct or control the performance of, either the

second ("communicating") step or the third ("processing") step of claim 1. Under

BMC Resources, Inc. v. Paymentech, L.P.,498 F.3d 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2007), and

Muniauction, Inc. v. Thomson Corp.,532 F.3d 1318 (Fed. Cir. 2008), SiRF does

' Broadcom also contends that SiRF represented to the Commission that
Abraham circulated this e-mail within Magellan. (GLBr.31-32.) But, in the
submission that Broadcom cites, SiRF in fact merely recited the ALJ's
determination that Abraham had "disseminated information within fMagellan]."
(A26553.\ That determination was erroneous, as shown above.



not exercise "control or direction" over its customers, whom the Commission

determined perform the "communicating" step, or over end users of GPS receivers,

whom the Commission determined perform the "processing" step in their receivers.

The dispositive facts set forth in siRF's opening brief are undisputed. on

the "communicating" step, SiM's customers must take independent action, at their

election, to download extended ephemeris data from SiRF's Instanffix servers onto

servers that siRF's customers maintain. (siRFBr.26-29.) on the "processing"

step, SiM's customers must decide whether even to provide InstantFix

functionality in end users' GPS devices; and, if they do, end users must then

activate the service in their receivers and configure their receivers to allow for

downloading of the extended ephemeris data from seryers maintained by SiRF's

customers. (SiRFBr.29-32.)

Under BMC and Muniauctlon, SiRF did not, as a matter of law, exercise

"control or direction" over the actions of its customers and end users of Gps

devices. These third parties make decisions and perform steps in the claimed

method independently of SiRF. Broadcom and the ITC focus their briefs on a

detailed, but ultimately immaterial, analysis of SiRF's software and the technology

of transmitting the extended ephemeris. But their briefs do not squarely confront

the legal principles and straightforward, undisputed facts showing that, to perform

the final two steps of claim I of the '651 patent, SiRF's customers and GPS end



users must take independent, elective action over which SiRF does not exercise

"conhol or direction."2

1. SiRF Does Not Direct or Control Its Customers'
Performance of the,,Communication" Step

The commission determined that SiRF can be held responsible for its

customers' conduct in performing the "communication" step because "SiRF allows

these customer distribution seryers to download EE data." (416.) As siru showed,

though, merely "allowing access" is not exercising "control or direction." (Sip1i

8r.28-29.) on appeal, the ITC and Broadcom do not defend this, but argue that

SiRF can be deemed to have performed the communication step because SiRp

"indirectly" transmits EE files to Gps receivers "via intermediate customer

distribution seryers." (ITCBr.40-41; GLBr.37.) They claim that the patent al]ows

indirect communication, and that "siRF essentially argues that claim 1 be

restricted to direct communication with the receivers." (ITCBr.4l; GLBr.37.)

'Indeed, the ITC and Broadcom ask the court to forego review entirely,
claiming that SiRF did not appeal the determination that its testing of the products
was infringing. (ITCBr.37; GLBr.34.) This argument should be rejected. Frrsr,
the testing issue is not "unappealed." SiRF has argued to the ITC, and this Court,
that it cannot be held liable for infringement because not all steps of the .651
method are performed in the u.S.; SiRF has expressly noted thit this argument
applies to the testing servers. (SiRFBr.35 -36; A27283-84; A27566-6gfsee also
infraPartlI.B.) Second, the ITC's remedial orders are not limited to testing, but
rather prohibit appellants from importing and selling covered GpS devices. (A33-
56.) Neither the ITC nor Broadcom explains how infringement-by-testing could
justify such a broad-based exclusion of products if their commercial use does not
infringe the '651 patent.



This argument does not address the divided-infringement issue under BMC

and Muniauction. Whether or not the claim allows for indirect communication to

GPS receivers, the critical and undisputed fact-as found by the commission (416;

426657-58)-is that SiM's customers are the actors who actually elect to send the

extended ephemeris to end users of GPS devices. SiRF's customers must therefore

choose to do something to complete the "communication" step, and there is no

basis in the record for deeming SiRF's customers' elective conduct attributable to

siRF under any theory of vicarious liability. whether, as a matter of claim

construction, the communication must be direct or can be indirect does not speak

to this issue.

Broadcom goes on to argue that SiRF "itself communicates the files to the

GPS receivers" because, once transmitted to siRF's customers, the .,encrypted,

proprietary EE files" have "nowhere else for them to go other than to end-user

GPS devices containing SiRF chips and software." (GLBr.3 4-37.) This argument

is also a non sequitur. Even assuming that the EE files are only useful in

compatible end-user devices, that does not mean SiRF controls or directs its

customer's transmissio,n of such files to end-users.

2. SiRF Does Not Direct or Control End Users' performance
of the 'oProcessing" Step

The ITC acknowledges that the "processing" step occurs in ,,the GpS

receivers in the hands of the end users." (ITCBI.42.) Broadcom and the ITC argue,

1 0



though, that end users' role in causing the processing step to occur is irrelevant

because SiRF designed its hardware and software so that siRF's customers and

end users "cannot alter the manner in which these EE files are received and

processed by these GPS receivers." (ITCBr.42-44; GLBr.38-39.)

This argument suffers from the same flaw as the Commission's

determination. Namely, the ITC and Broadcom do not explain how SiRF's

programming of a GPS chip directs or controls the end users' role in causing the

"processing" step to occur in the GPS receiver-by activating InstantFix

functionality and configuring their devices to operate the service. The ITC's and

Broadcom's argument is equivalent to saying that Smith & Wesson directs and

controls a person firing a rifle because it designed the gun.

That is not the law. If it were, the defendants in Muniauction and BMC

would have been adjudicated as infringers. In Muniauction, for example, the

alleged infringement required customers to use the accused infringer's bidding

software, as the ITC puts it, "the way it was designed to operate." See 532 F.3d at

1328-29' ITCBr.44. Nonetheless, this Court held that the customers' use of the

software to "facilitatfe] the other party's participation" did not amount to "control

or direction'o over the customers' actions. Id. at 1329-30.

Here too, SiM's software may determine how the processing step proceeds,

but it is the end user who must actuate performance of this step. (SiRFBr.30-32.)

1 1



siRF does not "direct or confol" that conduct and, thus, there can be no direct

infringement. As the court in Global Patent Holdings, LLC v. Panthers BRHC,

LLC put it in dismissing an infringement claim under the divided-infringement

principles of BMC and. Muniauction-rn an order affirmed by this Court-SiRF

"may give home users the keys to the truck, but home users have no obligation to

use those keys to start the truck and drive away." 586 F. Supp. 2d 1331,1335 (S.D.

FIa.2008), aff'd,318 F. App'x 908 (Fed. Ctu. 2009).3

B. Not Every Step of the '651 Patent is Performed in the U.S.

SiRF also demonstrated that it cannot be held liable for direct infringement

of the '651 patent because not all steps of the asserted claims are performed in the

United States. (SiRFBr.35-36-)a Both the ALJ and the Commission failed to

address this argument, despite their duty to consider all arguments raised bythe

'ITC and Broadcom cite only Zinus, Inc. v. Simmons Bedding Co., No. 07-
3102, 2008 WL 682858 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 11,2008), which pre-dates ilu[uniauction,
in arguing that direct infringement occrrs when the "end-use" of the product
"necessarily" causes the method step's performance. (ITCBr.46; GLBr.42.)
Zinus's rationale for that statement, however, was that the accused infringer
"provided the third party with instructions or directions regarding how to perform
the missing step." 2008 WL 682858, at*2-3. As noted, Muniauction rejected
such reasoning.

o Broadcom states that SiRF does not appeal the finding of infringement of
the '651, '000, and'080 patents by the SiRFLoc service. (GLBI.33 n.1.) As SiRF
pointed out in its opening brief, though, the accused version of SiRFLoc that uses
EE files (48040:5-13; 47685:16-18) is not currently being tested by SiRF or used
by any of its customers. (SiRFBr.6 n.l; see also A8768:7-12; 48805:5-9;
49190:14-23: A25139.)
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parties. (SiRFBr.36-37 & n.6) The ALJ made one reference to obsolete evidence

about the prior location of SiRF's servers (A26602),but did not mention, let alone

discredit, the argument or evidence that the servers had since moved abroad.

(SiRFBr.36-37.)

In its brief, the ITC essentially repeats the ALJ's error. It asserts that there is

"substantial evidence" to support the ALJ's determination that servers were in the

U.S., citing to pre-trial deposition testimony about the servers' former location

while ignoring the more current, unrebutted trial testimony that the servers had

since moved. (ITCBr.38-39.)

Broadcom goes further, arguing that the trial testimony should be

disregarded as hearsay. (GLBr.44.) But Broadcom did not object to the testimony

on this ground. (4.8768;13-A8769:10.) Such an objection would have beenfufile

in any event, for "[i]t has long been settled that hearsay evidence may be used in

administrative proceedings and may be freated as substantial evidence even

without corroboration if. to a reasonable mind. the circumstances are such as to

lend it credence." Anderson v. Dep't of Transp.,827 F.2d 1564, 1570 (Fed. Cir.

1987). The ALJ also did not find that the testimony concerning the current

location of SiRF's servers lacked credibility or was otherwise unreliable. To the

contrary, the ALJ allowed this testimony over Broadcom's objection that it was
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"inconsistent" with the outdated deposition testimony about the servers' prior

location. (48768: 13-A8769: 10.)

C. SiRF Does Not Practice the "Satellite Ephemeris" Element

SiRF showed that it does not meet the "satellite ephemeris" element of the

'651 patent because its InstantFix service does not transmit unmodified satellite

signals buto rather, information that is generated from satellite ephemeris data.

(SiMBr.38-43.) Broadcom and the ITC argue that the term "satellite ephemerisn'

also refers to modified ephemeris data. (GLBI.45-46; ITCBr.29-30.) This

argument cannot be squared with the specification and claims of the '651 patent.

The patentee used the terms "satellite telemetry data" and "satellite

ephemeris" to mean different things. In the Abstract, the patentee used "satellite

telemetry data" when broadly describing data transmitted from a central site to a

mobile GPS receiver. (4'101.) But the specification used the different terms

"satellite ephemeris" and "pseudo range model" to describe two distinct types of

"satellite telemetry data." "satellite ephemeris" (A109:2:9) is "ephemeris data that

is hansmitted by the satellites" (A109:2:12), and the patentee clearly instructed, in

setting forth the embodiment to which the asserted claims are directed , that "the

satellite ephemeris data is retransmitted [to the mobile receivers] without

manipulating the data in any way." (A109:2:21-23). A "satellite pseudo-range

model," on the other hand, is data that "ts computed at the central site from the
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ephemeris data landl transmitted to the GPS receiver." (A109:2:25-30.) Thus, the

specification demonstrates, beyond peradventure, that the patentee chose "satellite

ephemeris" to denote data transmitted by satellites and retransmitted without

manipulation, "satellite pseudo-range model" to denote data generated from

satellite ephemeris, and "satellite telemetry data" to more broadly encompass both

modified and unmodified ephemeris.s

Broadcom and the ITC also ignore that, as shown in SiRF's brief (at 4l-43),

the claims in the '651 patent draw a distinction between information that is

generatedfron satellite ephemeris data-such as SiM's EE files-and satellite

ephemeris itself. Claim 3, which was not asserted in this investigation, is

dependent on claim 1, which was asserted, and recites a step of "generating a

pseudo-range model from said satellite ephemeris." (A114 12:l-3.) If "ps'eudo-

range model" data generated from satellite ephemeris were the same as satellite

ephemeris, then claim 3 would be superfluous. (SiRFBr.42-43.) Broadcom's only

s This distinction is further buttressed by the use of those terms in the
application as filed, as discussed in SiRF's opening brief. (SiRFBr.40.) The ITC
says that, under Checlqoint Systems,Inc. v.lTC,54F.3d756 (Fed. Cir. 1995),
SiRF has "waived" any distinction based on the patent's use of "satellite telemetry
data." (ITCBr.3O.) ln Checlqoint,however, the appellant tried to raise a new
claim interpretation on appeal. SiRF is not doing that here, but only invoking
uncontroverted evidence intrinsic to the '651 patent to demonstrate the correctness
of the same claim interpretation that SiRF advocated below. See Interactive Gift
Express,Inc. v. Compuserue lnc.,256 F.3d 1323, 1347 (Fed' Cir. 2001)
("fA]rguments that are based on a specification in evidence and that are in support
of an existing claim construction are not barred by the doctrine of waiver for the
sole reason that they were not first presented to the trial court.").
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response is to insist that SiRF's EE files "contain[]" satellite ephemeris (GLBr.47),

but it does not come to grips with the clear distinction reflected in claim 3 and

elsewhere in the patent between data generatedfrom satellite ephemeris (such as

EE files and "pseudo-range model" data) and satellite ephemeris itself.

Finally, the ITC's notion that SiRF infringes even under its own construction

lacks merit. (ITCBr.47-48.) This argument is premised on the assumption that EE

files are "satellite ephemeris" and thus presupposes that data generated from

satellite ephemeris are properly deemed "satellite ephemeris"-which assumes

away the very issue posed by SiRF's claim-consffuction argument.

In sum, SiRF does not infringe claim 1 of the '651 patent because its

InstantFix server makes and transmits EE files, which are generated from, but not

the same thing as, "satellite ephemeris."

III. SiRF DOES NOT INFRINGE THE 'OOO PATENT

A. For the Same Threshold Reasons As the'651 Patent SiRF
Does Not Infringe the '000 Patent

SiRF showed that the same divided-infringement and exffaterritoriality

analyses applicable to the '651 method patent also apply to the '000 method patent.

(SiRFBr.43-44.) The ITC and Broadcom concur that the controlling legal

principles and analyses are identical. (ITCBr.38; GLBr.48.) Accordingly, for the

same reasons described supra in Part II.A-B, the infringement determination as to

the '000 Datent should be vacated.
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B. SiRF Does Not Meet the "Satellite Signals" Limitation

Claim 1 of the '000 patent requires, as its first step, "receiving satellite

signals from at least one satellite and at least one receiving station."

(AL0432:6:42-43.) Broadcom asserts that this means one thing, "satellite signals,"

is received from at least one satellite, and that a different thing, which it calls

"processed satellite signals," is received from at least one receiving station. But

that is not what the plain language of the claim says. The plain language states that

"satellite signals" are received from at least one satellite and from at least one

receiving station. This plain-language meaning is in turn supported by the

Summary of the Invention, as SiRF showed. (SiRFBr.46.)

Broadcom and the ITC present an elaborate interpretation of Figures 1 and 2

of the patent and accompanyingtext, concluding that "satellite measurements,"

"STI," and "satellite signals" are all synonymous. (ITCBT'33-36; GLBI.49-50') In

Broadcom's view, these three different terms mean the same thing, except that one

of them, "satellite Signals," has two different meanings. This stretches credulity

and is a transparent attempt to misconstrue claim I of the '000 patent to read on

commercially significant embodiments. Perhaps claim 1 was inexpertly drafted;

but it is not the courts' role to fix this. See Lucent Techs., Inc. v' Gateway, Inc.,

525 F.3d 1200,1215 (Fed. Cir. 2008) ("[C]ourts may not redraft claims to cule a
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drafting error made by the patentee, whether to make them operable or to sustain

their validity.").

The ITC also argues that SiM's construction would exclude the prefened

embodiment. (ITCBr.36.) But even assuming arguendo that is correct, other

claims-for example, claim 29-would read on that embodiment, which would

thus not be "excluded." In any event, SiRF's construction is correct. And, as this

Court has held, "where we conclude that the claim language is unarnbiguous, we

have construed the claims to exclude all disclosed embodiments." Lltcent Techs..

525 F.3d at1215-16.

In sum, "satellite signals" should be construed in accordance with its plain

language as "signals that emanate from a satellite," and, because SiRF does not

meet that limitation, the Court should vacate the infringement determinatioris as to

the '000 patent.

C. The '000 Patent is Invalid as Anticipated by Zhao

SiRF showed that the Zhao patent anticipates claim 1 of the '000 patent.

(SiMBr.48-51.) Broadcom and the ITC focus only on whether Zhao discloses

compaction of data. (GLBr.5 1-53; ITCBr.49-5 1 .) But their arguments that the

first embodiment of Zhao does not disclose "compact satellite orbit modelso" as

that term was construed bv the Commission. are meritless.
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The linchpin of Broadcom's argument is that the first embodimentinZhao

actually teaches expanding data because, over a comparable period of time (ninety

seconds), more satellite tracking data is transmitted. (GLBr.52.) But this time

interval relates only to the second embodiment inZhao. (A21753:10:9-11;

A2I754:11:34-40.) The message-repetition rate of the second embodiment has

nothing to do with the compaction disclosed in the first embodiment. And the first

embodiment expressly discloses that expansion of orbital data occurs only at the

GPS receiver:

The handse t 204 then reconstructs the GPS satellite
broadcast message by replacing data not transmitted with
computed or predicted fields ... Expunder 455 expands
the GPS satellite broadcast message data...

(A21753:9:27-31.) Before the data arrives at the GPS receivet, however, it is

indisputably comp acted in Zhao' s fi rst embodiment. (4217 5 | :6 :24-39 .)

Moreover, even assuming that Zhao's fust embodiment does not disclose

compaction,Zhao teaches another compacting technique based on curvefit

pardmeters:

One can fuither compress or reduce the amount of data
necessary to hansmit the satellite broadcast ephemeris
data through multiple techniques. For example, one can
form a second (or higher)-order curveJittothe satellite
motion equations, and transmit the curve ftt parameters
themselves instead of the larger ephemeris data. This
technique is effective in reducing the total number of
bits necessury to be communicatedfrom the
infrustractare to the mobile hy about a factor of two.
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(421752:8:42-50.)

The ALJ ignored this disclosure and yet based its infringement

determination on SiM's use of a similar curve-fit technique, citing testimony from

Broadcom's expert and explaining it in terms all but identical to the above-quoted

passage from Zhao:

Dr. Dafesh ... stated that SiM's compaction algorithm is
a form of curve fit algorithm that approximates the orbit
over intervals and reduces the number of bits required to
represent the orbital data.

(A26641.) See also A26645 ("Specifically, the InstantFix server compucts the

data using a cume-fit model."). The ALJ concluded that the SiRF system meets

all elements of claim I of the '000 patent as construed, including "satellite orbit

models whose parameters have been adjusted such that the number of bits used to

accurately represent the satellite orbit models over a comparable time period has

been reduced." (426631.)

But the disclosure in Zhao of a curve-fit technique, which reduces the

required number of bits "by a factor of 2," is a disclosure of a reduction of "the

number of bits used to accurately represent the satellite orbit models." Thus, under

the ALJ's analysis, Zhao's prior-art system would infringe the '000 patent. This

only underscores that the '000 patent is invalid in light of Zhao,because "[t]hat

which infringes, if later, would anticipate, if earlier." Upsher-Smith Labs., Inc. v.

Pamlab, L.L.C., 412 F.3d 1319, 7322 (Fed. Cir. 2005).
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TV. THE ITC ERRONEOUSLY CONSTRUED "LONG-TERM
SATELLITE TRACKING DATA'IN TIIE 'O8O PATENT

The Commission's determination that SiRF infringes the '080 patent is

based on an elroneous construction of the claim term "long-term satellite tracking

data." As SiRF showed, the specification and prosecution history make clear that

long-term satellite tracking data has two separate requirements: (i) it has separate

components, each of which has a period of validity longer than that of

conventional ephemeris data (i.e., more than four hours, A151:5:23-28; 410638-

39); and (ii) the overall validity is longer than that of conventional ephemeris.

(SiMBr.51-54.) SiM's EE files do not meet the first requirement. Broadcom and

the ITC contend that this requirement does not exist, and that "long-term" refers

solely to the overall period of validity, but their arguments are contradicted by the

specification and prosecution history of the '080 patent.

In the sole example of long-term satellite hacking data provided in the '080

patent specification, the inventor instructed that it has two distinct components: (i)

it is made up of a plurality of sequential models wherein each model is valid for a

period of time into the future;6 and (ii) it is valid for a duration of each model times

6 "The satellite tracking data200 includes a plurality of models 2021 through
2021q (collectively referred to as models 202), where N is an integer greater than or
equal to one. Each of the models 202 is valid for aparticular period of time into the
future (e.g., six hours in the present embodiment)." (A151:5:33-38.) "The satellite
tracking data 200 is definedby N sequential blocks of satellite orbit and/or clock
data (i.e., the N models 202)." (A151 :5:53-55.)
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the number of models that make up the satellite tracking data.7 Both components

are depicted in the following figure from the specification:

m0

rwt /-mz rwn
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FIG.2

(,4.141.) During prosecution the patentee also called out these two

characteristics-duration of validity (of each model) and total validity time (of the

satellite tracking dataFno fewer than sixteen times, as illustrated in the following

example:

The Applicants' invention, in contrast to Twitchell,
includes a combination of elemehts directed to long term
STD, which, as noted above, (i) has a duration of validity
that distinguishes it from conventional ephemeris
information, and (ii) is valid longer (in time) than such
conventional ephemeris information.

(410639.) See also A10637-46, A10662 (making similar representation fifteen

more times).

In the face of the clear disclosure in the specification and the inventor's

representations during prosecution, Broadcom and the ITC rely on faulty claim-

differentiation arguments. Invoking dependent claims 13 and 16 of the '080 patent,

' "For purposes of clarity by example, each of the models 202 is valid for a
period of six hours and thus the satellite tracking data is valid for a 6N hours."
(A151 :5 :55 -57 . )
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Broadcom states that "there are no 'blocks' or 'models' of the data capable of

being valid longer than broadcast ephemeris." (GLBr.55.) But claim l6 on its face

refutes Broadcom's argument and specifically recites that "long term satellite

tracking data comprises ephemeris data... wherein said ephemeris data compfises

blocks of ephemeris validfor at least six hours" (A154:12:33-37),whichis longer

than the four-hour duration of conventional broadcast ephemeris.

The commission' s claim-differentiation argument (ITCBr. 52-5 3 ) is equally

flawed. SiRF is not arguing that long-term satellite tracking data must be limited

to periods of six hours or more-as in claim 16-but rather must have periods of

validity that are longer than four hours (l.e., longer than that of conventional

ephemeris). Long-term satellite tracking data comprising separate models of

ephemeris data valid for more than four but less than six hours would not meet

claim 16, yet still would fit within the definition of long-term satellite tracking data

provided by the inventor during prosecution and reflected in the specification.

Broadcom further opposes the proper construction by misrepresenting the

disclosure of the '820 patent. (GLBr.56.) As an initial matter, the '080 patent

references the '820 patent for disclosing "[a]n exemplary system for generating

satellite tracking data" and "[e]xemplary models for the satellite tracking data"

(A151 :5:28-37,51-52), not as a source for defining "long tenn satellite tracking

data."
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The passage cited by Broadcom (M1789:7:19-26) also does reol teach

dividing long term satellite tracking data into sequential four-hour models, but

instead distinguishes longlerm satellite tracking datafrom orbital models having

four-hour periods of validity: "This invention is different from the current art in

that the orbit model provided to the GPS device is not the ephemeris data broadcast

by the GPS satellites ... [which] cover a specific time period (typically 4 hours)."

(A21788:5:33-42). The '820 patent specifically teaches that longterm satellite

tracking data is comprised of models with periods of validity of six or more hours:

In one embodiment of the current invention, sequential 6
hour windows of STD are used to create 6-hour
ephemeris models ... . Alternative embodiments may use
longer fit intervals ... .

(A21789:7:26-66.) And there is no disclosure in the '820 patent of long-term

satellite tracking datathatpertains to the '080 patent using four-hour models.

In sum, under a proper construction, SiRF does not infringe the '080 patent.

It is undisputed that the accused SiRF EE files are made up of multiple models of

ephemeris, each valid for only four hours. (SiMBr.53-54.) Consequently, the EE

files do not have a period of validity that distinguishes them from "conventional

ephemeris information," which likewise have a period of validity of only four

hours.
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V. THE '801 AND '187 PATENTS CLAIM UNPATENTABLE ST]BJECT
MATTER AND ARE NOT INFRINGED

A. The Asserted Method Claims Do Not Recite Patent-Eligible
Subject Matter

As SiRF showed, under In re Bilski,545 F.3d 943 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (en

banc), the asserted method claims in the '801 and '187 patents do not recite patent-

eligible subject matter because they recite processes that are not "tied to a

machine." (SiRFBr.54-58.) Broadcom and the ITC argue that the claims are

patent-eligible because they recite a method for calculating the position of a

machine-a GPS receiver-and the inputs for the calculation are generated by a

GPS receiver. (GLBr.58-60; ITCBr.59-64.) This Court rejected both of these

arguments in B ilski, however.

First, as Bilski and other decisions by this Court and the Supreme Court have

made clear, for a claim to be sufficiently "tied to" a machine, the machine must be

used to make the calculation. In Bilski, the Court clearly stated that"a purely

mental process of performing requisite mathematical calculationswithout the aid

of a computer or other device" is "not drawn to patent-eligible subiect rnatter

under $ I0l ." Bitski, 545 F .3d at 965-66; see also id. at 965 (claims at issue in

Bilski and In re Comiskey,499 F.3d 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2007), were not patentable

because "in neither case do the claimsrequire the use of any particular machine").

The asserted claims in the '80 1 and ' 1 87 patents do not require the use of a GPS

I
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receiver to make the calculations. Rather, they recite methods for determimng the

"position of a GPS receivef'and "comput[ing] theposition of the satellite signal

receiver." (M2; AI37.) At best for Broadcom, these claim terms recite either a

mere field-of-use limitation or "insignificant post-solution activity" applying the

claimed methods to the field of GPS, neither of which makes a claim patent-

eli gible under the machine-or-transformation test. (SiRFBr. 5 7 - 5 8. )

Broadcom and the ITC assert, without firrther elaboration, that siM's

argument "amounts to an invitation to apply the so-called 'physical steps' test,"

which Bilski rejected. (ITCBr.61; GLBr.61.) This is incorrect. As Bilski

explained in rejecting the "physical steps" test, "the mere fact that a claimed

invention involves inputting numbers, calculating, numbers, outputting nurnbers,

and storing numbers, in and of itself, would not render it nonstatutory subject

matter." 545 F.3d at 961(internal quotation marks omitted). But that is not

SiRF's argument. The reason the asserted method claims here are not patent-

eligible is that they do not recite a machine to make the calculations and therefore

do not satisfu the machine-or-transformation test.

Broadcom and the ITC also argue that claim I of the '801 patent is

sufficiently tied to a machine because, as the ITC States, "the generation of a

pseudorange requires a GPS receiver." (ITCBr.64; see also GLBr.58-59 (GPS

receiver is necessary to "measufe the 'pseudoranges"')). The first step of claim 1
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of the '801 patent is not "generating" or "measuring'n pseudorange data, though,

but merely "providing" this data as an input for the calculation-without reciting

how or where the data is generated. And, in Bilski, this Court made clear that a

patentee cannot attempt to satisfu the machine-or-transformation test with a data-

gathering step that, like this one, does not specifu how the data is gathered:

A requirement simply that data inputs be gathered-
without speciffing how-is a meaningless limit on a
claim to an algorithm because every algorithm inherently
requires the gathering of data inputs.

545 F.3d at963.

Claim 1 of the '801 and'187 patents do not, in sum, claim patent-eligible

subject matter. The ITC's infringement determinations as to these claims should

therefore be vacated.

B. The Accused Products Do Not Use a Dynamic Model.

SiRF's opening brief showed that its accused products do not infringe the

'187 patent because they use a static model "least squares estimator," which is not

the "dynamic model" required by the '187 patent. (SiRFBr.58-62.) SiRF's non-

infringement argument in this regard is based on the express terms of the ID's

claim construction and is not "a claim construction argument in disguise," as

Broadcom and the ITC contend.t lclnt.ea; ITCBr.64.)

8 Broadcom also inconectly states that SiRF does not "argue that SiM's
accused products do not literally meet the terms of [the] claim construction."
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Indeed, it is Broadcom and the ITC who ignore the ID's claim construction

by arguing that a least-squares estimator is a "d5mamic model" because "a position

calculation at one point in time is used to calculate the position at alatermoment

in time." (GLBr.70; ITCBI.63.) But, if that were the case, then the '801 patent,

which is prior art to the '187 patent under 35 U.S.C. $ 102(e),e would invalidate

the ' 1 87 patent because the ' 801 patent discloses that " a previously calculated

position for the same GPS receiver 108 could be used as an a-priori position" to

solve for the current GPS receiver position. (A69:6:19-21; see also 469:5:1 1-18

(explaining that "a-priori estimates" are used to create a mathematical model that

solves for the "correct position" of a GPS receiver)). Indeed, Broadcom's expert

testified-and it is undisputed-that the '801 patent provides a solution that is

"exactly the same" as SiRF's least-squares estimator, which is "the classical way to

(continued. . . )

(GLBI.68.) But SiM's opening brief makes this very point: "[SiRF's] least-
squares estimator uses a static model and, thus, cannot ... 'describfe] the
relationship between the states as they change,' ... as in a dynamic model."
(SiRFBr.60, quoting ID's claim consffuction at 426710-12.)

e A patent is invalid if "the invention was described in ... apatent granted on
an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention
by the applicant for patent." 35 U.S.C. $ 102(e)(2). The '801 patent qualifies as
"an application for patent by another" because there is diversity ofinventorship
between the '801 patent (where van Diggelen is the sole inventor) and the '187

patent (where Abraham is also an inventor). ,See MPEP $ 706.02a. Also, the '801

patent was filed before "the invention" of the ' 1 87 patent. Compare A59 ('801
patent, filed November 2000), with A26441 (Global Locate's post-hearing reply
brief: "the '1 87 patent was conceived in December 2001").
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do the least squares method of providing a solution." (47832:13- A7834:25; see

al s o A7 7 90 :12-17 ; SiRFBr.6 1 -62.)

Thus, either (i) SiRF's accused products do not infringe the '187 patent

under the ID's claim construction of "dynamic model," or (ii) the '187 patent is

invalidated by the '801 patent under Broadcom's and the ITC's erroneous

application of the ID's construction and the well-known axiom, that'\uhich would

literally infringe if later in time anticipates if earlier." Upsher-Smith,4l2 F.3d at

1322. Ineither case, the Commission's infringement determinations with respect

to the '187 patent should be reversed.
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CONCLUSION

The Court should reverse the ITC's determination that appellants have

violated l9 U.S.C. $ 1337 and vacate the Limited Exclusion Order and Orders to

Cease and Desist entered in this investigation.
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